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Question: 1
Exhibit

From this sysstat output, what can you determine? (No other load is on the storage appliance
except the CIFS traffic shown.)
A. The storage appliance is overloaded.
B. The volume being written to is almost full.
C. The volume being written to is a 2-disk volume.
D. The volume being written to is an 8-disk volume.
Answer: C
Question: 2
Which of the following commands adds the share "netapp" to the /vol/vol2/home directory?
A. cifs shares -add netapp /vol/vol2/home
B. cifs shares -add /vol/vol2/home/netapp
C. cifs shares -add netapp /vol/vol2
D. None of the above
Answer: A
Question: 3
Exhibit:
Which one of these methods best describes the steps for creating CIFS Shares using FilerView?
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